[Energy metabolism of growing broilers in relation to the environmental temperature].
7 experiments with 6 chickens each (origin Tetra B) in the live weight range between greater than 100 and less than 300 g and up to 1800 g were carried out at environmental temperatures (ET) of 35, 30, 25 (2 experiments) 20 (2 experiments) and 15 degrees C. In the course of each experiment the chickens alternatively received feed mixtures containing 20 and 40% crude protein (3 animals/variant) for maintenance and weight gain (semi ad libitum). Energy metabolism was measured according to indirect calorimetry over a total of 645 metabolism periods. In the temperature range studied there was no compensation between thermoregulatory heat and heat from other metabolic processes. The partial utilization of metabolizable energy for energy retention in the body was independent of ET and remained in the limits between 71 and 73%. Energy utilization was dependent on the protein content of the feed. It decreased from 75 to 69% with the increase of the protein content from 20 to 40%. Energy requirement for protein retention varied between 1.67 and 1.89 kJ metabolizable energy/kJ and was independent of ET. Energy requirement (metabolizable energy) for the maintenance of the energy balance was independent of the protein content of the feed. It increased from 433 kJ/kg LW0.75.d at 35 degrees C to 693 kJ/kg LW0.75.d at 15 degrees C ET. The relationship between heat production and ET is parabolic. The thermoneutral temperature decreased from 35 to 25 degrees C in the course of development. In the live weight range of 300-500 g thermoregulatory heat production had its maximum with 19 kJ/kg LW0.75.d.K and decreased in the further development to 10-13 kJ/kg LW0.75.d.K.